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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to combine the results of two papers to get a
new result. The rst paper [2] is called Super-Exponential 2-Dimensional Dehn
Functions by Josh Barnard, Noel Brady and Pallavi Dani. In this paper, the
authors construct groups whose 2-dimensional Dehn functions (2)(x) ' expn(x),
where n is a natural number and expn(x) is a tower of exponentials of height n
(i.e. expn(x) = ee

ex
). The second paper [6] is called Snowake Groups, Perron-
Frobenius Eigenvalues and Isoperimetric Spectra by Noel Brady, Martin Bridson,
Max Forester and Krishnan Shankar. In this paper, the authors construct groups
whose k-dimensional Dehn function k(x) ' x2 where  = log(r) and  is the
Perron Frobenius eigenvalue of an irreducible non-negative integer matrix P and
r is a natural number greater than every row sum of P . Notice that  can range
over all rational numbers greater or equal to 1. By using the case when k = 2, we
are able to recognize a common thread between the two constructions so that we
can combine them to produce a new group whose 2-dimensional Dehn function
(2)(x) ' expn(x).
vi
Chapter 1
Introduction
Historically, Dehn functions, developed by Max Dehn [8] in 1910, were originally
used to answer the Word Problem: Is an arbitrary word equivalent to the iden-
tity? Recall that for any generating set A of a group G there exists a surjective
homomorphism  from F (A), the free group with basis A, onto G such that
G = F (A)=ker(). If we denote a normal generating set for the ker() by R,
then G can be simply represented by hA j Ri. This is called a presentation of
G (it is called a nite presentation if A and R are both nite). In this context,
the Word Problem can be restated as follows: For a group G = hA j Ri, is an
element in F (A) also an element in ker()?
Now, given a nitely presented group G = hA j Ri and  : F (A) G such that
G = F (A)=ker(), a Dehn function  : N! N is dened by
(n) = maxfArea(w) j w 2 ker(); jwj  ng
where
Area(w) = minfN 2 N j w free=
NY
i=1
x 1i rixi; xi 2 F (A); ri 2 R1g
1
Intuitively, we can view any word w 2 ker() as a path bounding a disc in the
2-complex determined by hA j Ri; Area(w) as the area of the least-area disc with
boundary label w (where unit areas are discs with boundary label r 2 R1); and
(n) as the maximum area over all least-area discs whose perimeter is less than
or equal to n.
Now, given the Dehn function of G = hA j Ri, we can solve the Word Problem
by an exhaustive approach. That is, given a word w 2 F (A), to determine if
w =G 1, compare w freely with all words of the form
NY
i=1
x 1i rixi
where xi 2 F (A), ri 2 (R)1 and N  (jwj). It is always possible to choose each
xi so that jxij  KN (K is the length of the longest relation in R). This together
with N  (jwj) allows us to solve the Word Problem in a nite amount of time.
Thus Dehn functions give a very natural way of measuring the complexity of the
Word Problem of a group
Dehn functions however have evolved from a tool to solve the Word Problem into
an area of interest in and of itself. A key reason for this is that the Dehn func-
tion of a group is a quasi-isometry invariant, well dened up to coarse Lipschitz
equivalence, '.
In the 1990s, Mathematicians began to ask: Which (coarse Lipschitz equivalence)
classes of functions arise as Dehn functions? Since there are only countably many
nite presentations of groups, we know there can only be countably many coarse
Lipschitz equivalence classes of Dehn functions. Thus the isoperimetric spectrum,
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IP = f 2 R+ j f(n) = n is ' to a Dehn functiong
is a countable set. Gromov [10], in 1987, proved there is a gap between 1 and 2 in
the isoperimetric spectrum, i.e. IP\(1; 2) is empty. This is due to the fact that
every nitely presented group with sub-quadratic Dehn function is hyperbolic,
and hence has linear Dehn function [10, 4, 11, 12]. Brady and Bridson [5] later
showed that IP\[2;1) is dense. More recently, Brady, Bridson, Forester and
Shankar [6] gave examples of groups, called snowake groups, that this dense set
IP\[2;1) contained all rational numbers greater than or equal to 2. But there are
other types of functions that can arise as Dehn functions also. Baumslag Solitar
groups have Dehn functions Lipschitz equivalence to exponential functions. As
it stands today, Dehn functions  n4, have essentially all been classied. This is
known as the Sapir-Birget-Rips Theorem [14].
Recent studies of Dehn functions have since moved toward higher-dimensional
Dehn functions. If Dehn functions relate areas of discs (in a 2-complex of a
group) in terms of their perimeter, 2-dimensional Dehn functions (2)(x) relate
volumes of balls (in a 3-complex of a group) in terms of their surface area x. An
interesting fact about 2-dimensional Dehn functions, proved by Papasoglu [13],
is that they are all bounded above by recursive functions (this is not true for
regular Dehn functions).
A natural question to ask is: What Lipschitz equivalence classes of functions arise
as 2-dimensional Dehn functions? Alonso, Bogley, Pride and Wang [1, 16, 17]
partially answer this question by proving that the Lipschitz equivalence classes
of x arise as 2-dimensional Dehn functions for innitely many  in the interval
[1:5; 2). Brady and Bridson [5] and Bridson [9] further adds to this answer by
proving IP(2), the set of exponents , is dense in [1:5; 2) and includes 2 and 3.
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The more recent paper by Brady, Bridson, Forester and Shankar [6] adds another
layer to this answer by asserting that IP(2) is dense in [1:5;1) and contains all
rational numbers in this range. Beyond polynomial functions Barnard, Brady
and Dani [2] give examples of groups that have super-exponential 2-dimensional
Dehn functions. This paper serves to add yet another layer in answering this
question by showing that for any natural number n and  = log(r) the Lipschitz
equivalence classes of expn(x) also arise as a 2-dimensional Dehn functions.
MAIN THEOREM 1.0.1. Let n  1 be an integer, P an irreducible non-
negative integer square matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, r an
integer greater than every row sum of P . There exists a group SESn;P;r of type
F3 whose 2-dimensional Dehn function is given by

(2)
SESn;P;r
(x) = expn(x)
where  = log(r).
1.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we give standard denitions and notations used throughout the
paper as well as a proposition that is crucial in a later section.
DEFINITION 1.1.1. Given two functions f; g : [0;1) ! [0;1) we dene
f  g to mean that there exists a positive constant C such that
f(x)  Cg(Cx) + Cx
for all x  0. If f  g and g  f then f and g are said to be coarse Lipschitz
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equivalent (or simply Lipschitz equivalent), denoted f ' g.
DEFINITION 1.1.2. A group G is said to be of type Fk if it has a K(G; 1)
with nite k-skeleton.
DEFINITION 1.1.3. If W is a compact k-dimensional manifold and X a CW
complex, an admissible map is a continuous map f : W ! X(k)  X such that
f 1(X(k)  X(k 1)) is a disjoint union of open k-dimensional balls, each mapped
by f homeomorphically onto a k-cell of X.
FACT 1.1.4. Let W be a compact manifold (smooth or piecewise-linear) of
dimension k and let X be a CW complex. Then every continuous map f : W !
X is homotopic to an admissible map. The proof of this fact is given [6] as
Lemma 2.3.
DEFINITION 1.1.5. If f : W ! X is admissible, then the volume of f ,
denoted Volk(f), to be the number of open k-balls in W mapping to k-cells of X.
DEFINITION 1.1.6. Given a group G of type Fk+1, x an aspherical CW
complex X with fundamental group G and nite (k + 1)-skeleton. Let eX be the
universal cover of X. If f : Sk ! eX be an admissible map, then the lling volume
of a f , denoted FVol(f) is given by:
FVol(f) = minfVolk+1(g) j g : Bk+1 ! eX is an admissible map, gj@Bk+1 = fg
DEFINITION 1.1.7. Let G be a group of type F3 and let eX be the universal
cover of an aspherical CW complex with nite 3-skeleton and fundamental group
G. Then

(2)
G (x) = supfFVol(f) j f : S2 ! eX is an admissible map, Vol2(f)  xg
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DEFINITION 1.1.8. A graph   is a set of vertices V ( ), a set of edges E( ),
maps @0; @1 : E( ) ! V ( ) which maps edges to their endpoints, and a xed
point free involution e 7! e of E( ) such that @ie = @1 ie. A directed graph is a
choice of e for each each fe; eg in E( ) where the direction of the edge is from
@0(e) to @1(e). The set of choices of these edges e will be denoted by E
( ).
For the remainder of this paper, all diagrams of graphs will have directed edges,
where each directed edge denotes the pair fe; eg in E( ), but the direction of the
edge denotes only the direction of e.
DEFINITION 1.1.9. The star of v in  , denoted St (v), is given by
St (v) = @
 1
0 (v)
.
DEFINITION 1.1.10. A morphism between graphs   and  0 is a map  :  !
 0 taking vertices to vertices, edges to edges, and for e 2 E( ), (@ie) = @i(e)
(i = 0; 1) and (e) = (e).
Given a graph morphism , we have a local map (v) : St (v) ! St 0((v)) for
each v 2 V ( )
DEFINITION 1.1.11. A graph of groups G over  , denoted ( ;G), is an assign-
ment to each v 2 V ( ), a (vertex) group Gv; and to each edge pair fe; e 2 E( ),
an (edge) group He = He; as well as for each e 2 E( ), monomorphisms
e : He ! G@0(e).
We will write Gv=e = Gv=e(He) where @0(e) = v to denote the set of cosets of
He in Gv.
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DEFINITION 1.1.12. Let T be a maximal tree of   with edges only from
E( ). We dene the fundamental group of ( ;G) to be obtained from the fol-
lowing presentation
hGv; e (v 2 V ( ); e 2 E( )) j ee(x)e 1 = e(x) for all e 2 E( ); x 2 Hei
(1.1.13)
by adding relations e = 1 for each edge e in T . The generator e is called a stable
letter of the graph of groups ( ;G).
A natural question to ask is, because T is chosen so arbitrarily, is this group is
well dened? Proposition 20 of chapter I in [15] proves the armative. Because
it does not matter which maximal tree we choose, we can leave out the maximal
tree as a parameter in our denotation for the fundamental group, 1( ;G).
DEFINITION 1.1.14. An HNN extension of (or over) a group G is the funda-
mental group of a graph of groups whose graph is a single vertex v and an edge
pair fe; eg with endpoints v and where G is the group assigned to v.
DEFINITION 1.1.15. Let ( ;G) and ( 0;G 0) be graphs of groups. By an
untwisted morphism between graphs of groups  = (; (v; e)) : ( ;G)! ( 0;G 0)
we mean the following:
(a) a graph morphism  :  !  0
(b) group homomorphisms
v : Gv ! G0(v) for v 2 V ( )
e : He ! H 0(e) for e 2 E( )
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(c) and for each e 2 E( ) and v = @0e, the following diagram commutes:
Gv
v   ! G0(v)
e
x?? x??0(e)
He    !
e
H 0(e)
(1.1.16)
It is worth remarking that an untwisted morphism of graphs of groups is a special
case of a morphism between graphs of groups in the sense of Bass [3].
A graph of groups morphism  induces the following map
v=e0 :
a
e2 1
(v)
(e0)
Gv=e ! G0v0=e0
dened by [g]e 7! [v(g)]e0 for each e 2  1(v)(e0) and g 2 Gv.
Moreover, by Proposition 2.4 in [3],  induces a homomorphism  : 1( ;G)!
1( 
0;G 0).
DEFINITION 1.1.17. We call  an immersion if each vertex group homomor-
phism v is injective and each induced map v=e0 : (
`
e2 1
(v)
(e0)Gv=e)! G0(v)=e0 is
injective (i.e. for each v 2 V ( ) and e0 2 St 0((v))).
The following proposition is proved as Proposition 2.7 in [3] and will be used in
Section 4.
PROPOSITION 1.1.18. Let ( ;G) and ( 0;G 0) be graphs of groups and  :
( ;G) ! ( 0;G 0) a graph of groups morphism. If  is an immersion then  :
1( ;G)! 1( 0;G 0) is injective.
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Chapter 2
Groups with Super-Exponential
2-Dimensional Dehn Functions
Barnard, Brady and Dani gives a way to construct groups with super-exponential
2-dimensional Dehn functions of height n [2].
(2)(x) ' eee
e
x
For simplicity, we denote this n-fold composition of exponential functions by
expn(x). To achieve groups whose (2) is super-exponential, the authors utilize a
palindromic automorphism ' on F2 = ha; bi dened by
a 7! aba b 7! a
9
They begin with a group denoted H0 = F2  F2  F2. This begins a sequence of
graphs of groups:
H0 < G0 < H1 < G1 <    < Hn 1 < Gn 1 < Hn < Gn
in which each group in the sequence is dened inductively by its predecessor as
Figure 2.0.1 indicates:
H
n 
Γ
G   =
Γ1
Γ2
n
Γ2
n 
Γ1
Gn - 1 
n  H   =n 
Figure 2.0.1:
where edge groups (  and  k) and stable letters for Hn and Gn are dened as in
Table 2.1:
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Group Edge groups Stable letters
H0 a01, a02, y
G0 ha01i  ha02i u0
H1
ha01io hu0, yi a11
ha02io hu0, yi a12
G1 ha11, a12i  hu0i u0
H2
ha11io hu1, yi a21
ha12io hu1, yi a22
hu 10 a11io hu1, a01i a23
hu 10 a12io hu1, a02i a24
G2 ha21, a22, a23, a24i  hu0i u1
H2
ha21io hu2, yi a31
ha22io hu2, yi a32
ha23io hu2, a01i a33
ha24io hu2, a02i a34
hu 11 a21io hu2, a11i a35
hu 11 a22io hu2, a12i a36
hu 11 a23io hu2, a11i a37
hu 11 a24io hu2, a12i a38
...
...
...
ha(n 1)iio hun 1, Ln(i)i ani
Hn 1  i  2n 1 1  i  2n 1
n  1 hu 1n 2a(n 1)jio hun 1;Ln(i)i ani
2n 1 < i  2n; j = i  2n 1 2n 1 < i  2n
Gn hanji2nj=1  hun 1i unn  1
Table 2.1: Table of (super exponential) groups
Vector notation is used for the stable letters. That is, each bold faced vector
denotes a free group of rank 2. For example y denotes the basis fy1; y2g, u1
denotes the basis fu11; u12g and a23 denotes the basis fa231; a232g. Furthermore,
an ordered list of k vectors describes an ordered basis of F2k. For example, hu0, yi
denotes F4 with ordered basis fu01; u02; y1; y2g. Also, product notation of vectors
is used to denote coordinatewise multiplication of basis elements. For example,
u 11 a21 denotes the basis fu 111 a211; u 112 a212g. Lastly, Ln(i) denotes the ith element
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of the ordered list Ln dened recursively as follows:
L1 = fy, y g
L2 = fL1, a01, a02g
Ln = fLn 1, a(n 2)1, : : :, a(n 2)2n 2 , u 1n 3a(n 2)1, : : :, u 1n 3a(n 2)2n 2g, n  3
The edge maps for Gn are inclusion (as a subgroup) in one direction and (' ' 
    ') ' in the other, where ' is the palindromic automorphism given above.
And the edge maps for Hn are inclusion (as a subgroup) in one direction and
' id, which acts by ' on the F2 factor and by the identity on the F4 factor; The
map  : F4 ! Aut(F2) is dened on the ordered basis fx1; x2; x3; x4g as follows:
x1 7! '; x2 7! '; x3 7! id; x4 7! id
Next, we state the lemma that gives the structure of the edge groups in Table 2.1.
LEMMA 2.0.1. For each n > 0, the following statements hold:
1. For 1  i  2n 1 the subgroup ha(n 1)i; un 1;Ln(i)i of Gn 1 is isomorphic
to F2oF4, where F2 has basis a(n 1)i and F4 has ordered basis fun 1;Ln(i)g
( dened as above).
2. For 1  j  2n 1 the subgroup hu 1n 2a(n 1)i; un 1;Ln(j + 2n 1)i of Gn 1 is
isomorphic to F2 o F4, where F2 has basis u 1n 2a(n 1)i and F4 has ordered
basis fun 1;Ln(j + 2n 1)g ( dened as above).
3. The subgroup han1; : : : ; an2n ; un 1i of Hn is isomorphic to F2n+1F2, where
the F2 factor has basis un 1.
After dening our groups, we are ready to state the main theorem in [2].
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THEOREM 2.0.2. For every n > 0, there exist groups Hn and Gn of type F3,
with 
(2)
Hn
(x) ' expn(px) and (2)Gn(x) ' expn(x).
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Chapter 3
Snowake Groups
Brady, Bridson, Forester and Shankar show us in [6] how to construct snowake
groups, denoted by Gr;P , that have k-dimensional Dehn functions, 
(k)
Gr;P
(x) ' x2
where  is an element of a dense subset of (1;1) containing the rational numbers
greater than 1. We will be interested in the case for k = 1 and k = 2. A snowake
group, as dened in [6], is the fundamental group of a graph of groups determined
by two parameters r and P . Let P be an irreducible non-negative square integer
matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, and r an integer greater than
every row sum of P . Then  = log r. By ranging r and P , we see that indeed
that  can be any rational number greater than 1.
Before we dene Gr;P , we rst dene the group Vm that will end up being our
vertex groups. The group Vm with m  2 is dened as m 1 copies of ZZ (the
ith copy having generatorsfai; big) amalgamated so that we have the following
relations:
b1 = a2b2, b2 = a3b3, : : :, bm 2 = am 1bm 1.
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We also dene two new elements: c = a1b1 and am = bm 1. Then a1; : : : ; am
generate Vm and the relation a1    am = c holds; thus c will be called the diagonal
element of Vm. See Figure 3.0.1
c
a
1
a
2
a
3
a
4
Figure 3.0.1: Some relations in V4: c = a1a2a3a4 and c
3 = (a1)
3(a2)
3(a3)
3(a4)
3
If m = 1 then Vm is the innite cyclic group ha1i and c = a1. The following
Lemma proved in [6] gives an area bound for Vm.
LEMMA 3.0.1. (Area bound for Vm) Let w(a1; : : : ; am 1; b1; : : : ; bm 1; c) be a
word representing the element xN for some N , where x is a generator ai, bi or c.
Let w be expressed as w1   wk where each wi is a power of a generator. Then
N  jwj and Area(wx N)  3Pi<j jwijjwjj.
Now, to construct Gr;P , let P = [pij] be a RR matrix and r an integer greater
than every row sum of P . Let Gr;P be the graph of groups whose underlying graph
  has vertices v1; : : : ; vR and pij directed edges from vi to vj. The vertex group
Gvi at vi is dened to be Vmi where mi =
PR
j=1 pij (i.e. the sum of the entries of
row i in P ). Hence, there are M = kimi directed edges in   so that we can label
the edges fe1; : : : ; eMg and dene two functions ;  : f1; : : : ;Mg ! f1; : : : ; Rg
indicating the initial and terminal edges, respectively (i.e. ei is a directed edge
from v(i) to v(i)). Observe that these functions give the row and column of the
matrix entry for ei. Next, partition the set f1; : : : ;Mg as
SR
i Ii where Ii = 
 1(i)
so that, by denition, Ii records the indices of the edges that emanate from vi.
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Since the number of standard generators of all the vertex groups add up to M ,
we will relabel these generators fa1; : : : ; aMg in such a way that the standard
generating set for Gvi is faj j j 2 Iig.
Each edge group Gei of directed edge ei is innite cyclic. Let ci be the diagonal
element of Gvi . Then the edge maps of Gei maps the generator of Gei to the
elements ari 2 Gv(i) and c(i) 2 Gv(i) . The following Proposition 3.0.2 proven
in [6] as Corollary 5.5 shows how geodesics in the edge group compares with
geodesics in Gr;P .
PROPOSITION 3.0.2. (Edge group distortion on Gr;P ) Given r and P there
is a positive constant D with the following property. If c is a diagonal element
and w is a word in Gr;P representing c
N then jN j  Djwj.
Let si be the stable letter associated to edge ei. The fundamental group Gr;P of
Gr;P is obtained from the presentation
hGv1 ; : : : ; GvR ; s1; : : : ; sM j s 1i ari si = c(i) for all ii
by adding relations si = 1 for each edge ei in a maximal tree in  . We will
continue to use the generating set fa1; : : : ; aM ; s1; : : : ; sMg for Gr;P even though
some of these generators are trivial.
Now, we dene snowake words from [6]. It is dened recursively on jN j 2 N as
follows. Let
N0 =
M(3r + r2)
r  M + r
Let c be the diagonal element of a vertex group with the standard generating set
fai1 ; : : : ; aimg. A word w+ representing cN is a positive snowake word if either
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1. jN j  N0 and w = aNi1    aNim , or
2. jN j > N0 and w = (si1u1s 1i1 )    (simu1s 1im ) where each uj is a positive
snowake word representing a power of the diagonal element cj of a vertex
group Vmj .
A negative snowake word w  is dened similarly with the ordering of the terms
representing powers of aij reversed. A snowake disk with diameter c
N is a disk
whose boundary is (w+)(w ) 1, see Figure 3.0.2.
REMARK 3.0.3. Brady et al. explain in [6] that for large enough jN j, the
denition of snowake words describes an iterated process of nding a path that
represents cN whose length is less than jN j.
The following proposition gives upper and lower bounds for the length of snowake
words representing cN in terms of jN j that will serve useful later in our paper.
Its proof is given as Proposition 4.5 in [6].
PROPOSITION 3.0.4. Given r and P there are positive constants C0; C1 with
the following property. If c is the diagonal element of one of the vertex groups Vm
and w is a snowake word representing cN then C0jwj  jN j  C1jwj, where
 = log(r) and  is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of P .
We are now ready to state the theorem for the 1-dimensional Dehn function of a
snowake group:
THEOREM 3.0.5. Let P be an irreducible non-negative integer matrix with
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, and r an integer greater than every row sum
of P . Then there is a group Gr;P that is nitely presented (i.e. of type F2) with
Dehn function (x) ' x2 log(r).
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V
3
V
2
ZZ
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c
a
2
r
a
1
r
a
5
r
a
4
r
a
3
r
c
c
c
c
c
N
ZZ
ZZ
Figure 3.0.2: Example of a snowake disk in eXr;P with P = (12 11) and some integer
r > 3.
Figure 3.0.2 shows an example of a snowake disk imbedded in eXr;P , the universal
cover of the complex associated with Gr;P . To get snowake balls, we dene a
monomorphism  : Gr;P ! Gr;P that takes each ai to ari and each si to itself.
Then the group Gr;P is dened to be the associated double HNN extension with
stable letters u and v.
Gr;P = hGr;P ; u; v j ugu 1 = (g); vgv 1 = (g); g 2 Gr;P i
We are now ready to state the theorem for the 2-dimensional Dehn function of a
3-dimensional snowake group. Note, this is a special case of the actual theorem
in [6] which states the theorem for general k-dimensional Dehn function of a
k + 1-dimensional snowake group:
THEOREM 3.0.6. Let P be an irreducible non-negative integer matrix with
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, and r an integer greater than every row sum
of P . Then there is a group Gr;P of type F3 with 2-dimensional Dehn function
(2)(x) ' x2 log(r).
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Figure 3.0.3: Example of a few layers of the upper hemisphere of a snowake Ball
B3j imbedded in the universal cover of the complex associated with Gr;P with
P = (12
1
1) and some integer r > 3.
Now, we want to state a lemma from [6] that we will use in proving the lower
bound of our balls. But before we state the lemma we want give some notation
used in [6]. Figure 3.0.3 shows a few layers of the upper hemisphere of a B3j ball
where j denotes the height of a hemisphere of B3j . And for i = 1; : : : ; j, the disk
B2i denotes the 2-dimensional snowake disk with diameter c
ri .
LEMMA 3.0.7. Given r and P there is a positive constant F0 such that
j@B2j j  Area(@B3j )  F0j@B2j j
for every j.
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Chapter 4
Snowake Groups with
Super-Exponential 2-Dimensional
Dehn Functions
We begin by constructing the sequence of groups up to Hn as in [2].
H0 < G0 < H1 <    < Hn 1 < Gn 1 < Hn
Next, we construct a snowake group of type F2 as in [6]. Let P be an irre-
ducible non-negative integer matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, r
an integer number greater than every row sum of P ,  = log r, and let Gr;P be
the fundamental group of the graph of groups associated with r and P given in
[6].
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4.1 The groups Cn;P;r
Denote a vertex group of Gr;P by V

m and dene the group Cn;P;r to be the
fundamental group of the graph of groups represented by Figure 4.1.1 with vertex
groups Hn and Gr;P :
x1
x
y1
2n
Hn Vm
* G
r, P
y2n
Figure 4.1.1: Graph of Groups with fundamental group Cn;P;r.
Where each edge group is innite cyclic generated by hai. For each edge labeled
xi, yi respectively, we have the following edge group monomorphisms:
xi0 : hai ! Hn a 7! ani1
yi0 : hai ! Hn a 7! u 1(n 1)1ani1
xi1 : hai ! Gr;P a 7! c
yi1 : hai ! Gr;P a 7! c
where c is the diagonal element in V m. We denote the new stable letters of
Cn;P;r by xi and yi, respectively. That is, we add the following new relations
fx 1i ani1xi = c, y 1i u 1(n 1)1ani1yi = c, x1 j i = 1:::2ng.
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4.2 The spaces XCn;P;r
A 3-complex XCn;P;r whose fundamental group is Cn;P;r can be constructed by
forming a graph of spaces as follows. Start with an aspherical 3-complex KHn
whose fundamental group isHn as constructed in [2]; and an aspherical 2-complex
Xr;P whose fundamental group is Gr;P . Then attach annuli Xk and Yk, one for
each edge xk, yk, respectively in  Cn;P;r . The two boundary curves of each Xk
are attached to the edge labeled ank1 in KHn and the diagonal edge labeled c in
Xv , which is the subspace of Xr;P associated with the subgroup V

m of Gr;P . The
two boundary curves of each Yk are attached to the edge labeled u
 1
(n 1)1ank1 in
KHn and the edge labeled c in X

v of Xr;P . The resulting 3-complex XCn;P;r has
fundamental group Cn;P;r and is aspherical because it is the total space of a graph
of aspherical spaces. Therefore, XCn;P;r is a 3-dimensional K(Cn;P;r; 1) space.
The universal cover eXCn;P;r is the union of copies of the universal covers eKHn andeXr;P and innite strips R1  [ 1; 1] covering each annuli Xk and Yk. Each strip
covering Xk is tiled by 2-cells whose boundary labels read x
 1
k ank1xkc
 1; the two
sides R  f1g consist of edges labeled ank1 and c respectively. And each strip
covering Yk is tiled by 2-cells whose boundary labels read y
 1
k u
 1
(n 1)1ank1ykc
 1;
the two sides R  f1g consist of edges labeled u 1(n 1)1ank1 and c respectively.
See Figure 4.2.1.
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n k 1
c
an k 1
Hn
a
y ky k
n k 1u (n - 1) 1
- 1
c
r, P
c
Hn
an k 1u (n - 1) 1
- 1
K˜ K˜
X˜
Figure 4.2.1: A local picture of eXCn;P;r
4.3 The subgroups Gr;P
Next, we want to show there are subgroups Gr;P , Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P of Cn;P;r.
In this section, we we will dene Gr;P and prove that it is a subgroup of Cn;P;r.
Consider Gr;P and V

m from Cn;P;r and for k = 1; : : : ; 2
n, dene
S = hu(n 1)1i  han11; an21; an31; : : : ; an2n1i
Then Gr;P is the fundamental group of graph of groups represented in Figure 4.3.1.
S Vm
* Gr, P
x1
x
y1
2n
y2n
Figure 4.3.1: The graph of groups of Gr;P
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Where the edge groups are all innite cyclic and the stable letters are xi and yi,
respectively as shown. The edge maps are inclusion and are dened similar to
those of the graph of groups of Cn;P;r so that the following relations fx 1i ani1xi =
c, y 1i u
 1
(n 1)1ani1yi = c, x1 = 1 j i = 1; : : : ; 2ng exist inside Gr;P .
To show Gr;P is a subgroup of Cn;P;r, we rst prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.3.1. There exists a retraction r : Hn ! S.
Proof. First, note there is a retraction f : Gn 1 ! hu(n 1)1i dened by the trivial
map on Hn 1 and u(n 1)2 and the identity map on u(n 1)1. This is clear from the
graph of groups description of Gn 1 given by Figure 4.3.2.
H
n-1 
u
(n-1)1  
u
(n-1)2  
Figure 4.3.2: Graph of groups for Gn 1. The vertex group is Hn 1. The stable
letters are u(n 1)1 and u(n 1)2.
Now, dene r : Hn ! S by f on Gn 1, the identity map on the stable letters ani1
and the trivial map on the stable letters ani2, i = 1; : : : ; 2
n.
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Gn - 1 
a
n11  
a
n12  
a
ni1  
a
n2   2  
n
a
n2   1  
n
a
ni2  
Figure 4.3.3: Graph of groups for Hn. The vertex group is Gn 1. The stable
letters are ani1 and ani2 for i = 1; : : : ; 2
n.
To show that r is a retraction, we need to show that r preserves the relations of
Hn (Figure 4.3.3 gives the graph of groups description of Hn). Since rjGn 1 = f is
a retraction of Gn 1 onto hu(n 1)1i < S thus preserves all relations in Gn 1 < Hn,
we only need to check the relations of Hn involving the new stable letters ani1
and ani2. They are listed as follows:
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ani1(a(n 1)i1)a 1ni1('(a(n 1)i1))
 1 1  i  2n 1
ani1(a(n 1)i2)a 1ni1('(a(n 1)i2))
 1 1  i  2n 1
ani1(u
 1
(n 2)1a(n 1)j1)a
 1
ni1('(u
 1
(n 2)1a(n 1)j1))
 1 2n 1 < i  2n; j = i  2n 1
ani1(u
 1
(n 2)2a(n 1)j2)a
 1
ni1('(u
 1
(n 2)2a(n 1)j2))
 1 2n 1 < i  2n; j = i  2n 1
ani1(u(n 1)1)a 1ni1(u(n 1)1)
 1 1  i  2n
ani1(u(n 1)2)a 1ni1(u(n 1)2)
 1 1  i  2n
ani1(Ln(i)1)a 1ni1(Ln(i)1) 1 1  i  2n
ani1(Ln(i)2)a 1ni1(Ln(i)2) 1 1  i  2n
ani2(a(n 1)i1)a 1ni2('(a(n 1)i1)) 1  i  2n 1
ani2(a(n 1)i2)a 1ni2('(a(n 1)i2)) 1  i  2n 1
ani2(u
 1
(n 2)1a(n 1)j1)a
 1
ni2('(u
 1
(n 2)1a(n 1)j1))
 1 2n 1 < i  2n; j = i  2n 1
ani2(u
 1
(n 2)2a(n 1)j2)a
 1
ni2('(u
 1
(n 2)2a(n 1)j2))
 1 2n 1 < i  2n; j = i  2n 1
ani2(u(n 1)1)a 1ni2(u(n 1)1) 1  i  2n
ani2(u(n 1)2)a 1ni2(u(n 1)2) 1  i  2n
ani2(Ln(i)1)a 1ni2(Ln(i)1) 1 1  i  2n
ani2(Ln(i)2)a 1ni2(Ln(i)2) 1 1  i  2n
Where ' is the palindromic automorphism of a free group of rank 2 discussed
in Section 2. Notice that these relations are all of the form: ani1Xa
 1
ni1Y and
ani2Xa
 1
ni2Y .
If X 2 fa(n 1)i1; a(n 1)i2; u 1(n 2)1a(n 1)j1; u 1(n 2)2a(n 1)j2g  Hn 1, then Y = '(X)
is an element of Hn 1 and
r(ani1)r(X)r(a
 1
ni1)r(Y ) = ani11a
 1
ni11 = 1
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and
r(ani2)r(X)r(a
 1
ni2)r(Y ) = (1)(1)(1)(1) = 1
as desired.
If X = u(n 1)1, then Y = u 1(n 1)1 and
r(ani1)r(X)r(a
 1
ni1)r(Y ) = ani1u(n 1)1a
 1
ni1u
 1
(n 1)1 = u(n 1)1ani1a
 1
ni1u
 1
(n 1)1 = 1
since u(n 1)1 commutes with all ani1 in S, and
r(ani2)r(X)r(a
 1
ni2)r(Y ) = (1)u(n 1)1(1)u
 1
(n 1)1 = 1
as desired.
If X = u(n 1)2, then Y = u 1(n 1)2 and r(ani1)r(X)r(a
 1
ni1)r(Y ) = ani1(1)a
 1
ni1(1) = 1
and r(ani2)r(X)r(a
 1
ni2)r(Y ) = (1)(1)(1)(1) = 1 as desired.
If X 2 fLn(i)1;Ln(i)2g  Hn 1, then Y = X and r(ani1)r(X)r(a 1ni1)r(Y ) =
ani1(1)a
 1
ni1(1) = 1 and r(ani2)r(X)r(a
 1
ni2)r(Y ) = (1)(1)(1)(1) = 1 as desired.
Note that since S clearly includes intoHn and that r composed with this inclusion
is the identity on S, S is a subgroup of Hn.
CLAIM 4.3.2. Gr;P is a subgroup of Cn;P;r.
Proof. We will prove this by showing there exists a retraction from Cn;P;r to Gr;P .
To that end, let R : Cn;P;r ! Gr;P be a map dened by the identity on Gr;P , xi
and yi (i = 1; : : : ; 2
n), and r from Lemma 4.3.1 on Hn. See Figure 4.3.4.
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Hn S
R
Vm
* Gr, P Vm
* Gr, P
x1
x
y1
2n
y2n
x1
x
y1
2n
y2n
Figure 4.3.4:
To show that R is a retraction, we need to show that R preserves the relations of
Cn;P;r. Since RjGr;P is the identity on Gr;P < Gr;P ; and RjHn is the retraction r
from Hn onto S < Gr;P , the only relations we need to check are the ones involving
the new stable letters xi and yi. Those relations are precisely fx 1i ani1xic 1 = 1,
y 1i u
 1
(n 1)1ani1yic
 1 = 1, x1 = 1 j i = 1; : : : ; 2ng. A quick check shows that these
relations hold:
R(x 1i )R(ani1)R(xi)R(c
 1) = x 1i ani1xic
 1 = 1
R(y 1i )R(u
 1
(n 1)1ani1)R(yi)R(c
 1) = y 1i u
 1
(n 1)1ani1yic
 1 = 1
R(x1) = x1 = 1
Now, let i : Gr;P ! Cn;P;r be the inclusion map (it is clearly a homomorphism).
Then R  i is the identity map on Gr;P . This shows that i is injective and thus
Gr;P is a subgroup of Cn;P;r.
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4.4 The subspaces X Gr;P
In this section we show that the subcomplex X Gr;P of XCn;P;r whose fundamental
group is Gr;P is an aspherical 2-complex. It is constructed from an aspherical
2-complex Xr;P whose fundamental group is Gr;P ; and a 2-dimensional aspherical
subcomplex KS of KHn whose fundamental group is S < Hn. Note that KS is
2n copies of a 2-dimensional torus where the kth copy is generated by the circles
labeled by u(n 1)1 and ank1. These tori are all attached along the generating
circle labeled u(n 1)1. Now attach annuli Xk and Yk, one for each edge xk, yk,
respectively in   Gr;P . The two boundary curves of each Xk are attached to the
edge labeled ank1 in KS and the diagonal edge labeled c in X

v , which is the
subspace of Xr;P associated with the subgroup V

m of Gr;P . The two boundary
curves of each Yk are attached to the diagonal edge labeled u
 1
(n 1)1ank1 in KS
and the edge labeled c in Xv of Xr;P . The result is a 2-complex X Gr;P whose
fundamental group is Gr;P and is aspherical because it is the total space of a
graph of aspherical spaces.
The universal cover eX Gr;P is the union of copies of the universal covers eXr;P andeKS (which is the product space of a tree and R) and innite strips R1  [ 1; 1]
covering each annulus Xk and Yk. Each strip covering Xk is tiled by 2-cells whose
boundary labels read x 1k ank1xkc
 1; the two sides R  f1g consist of edges
labeled ank1 and c respectively. And each strip covering Yk is tiled by 2-cells
whose boundary labels read y 1k u
 1
(n 1)1ank1ykc
 1; the two sides R f1g consist
of edges labeled u 1(n 1)1ank1 and c respectively.
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4.5 The subgroups Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P
In this section, we we will dene Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P and prove that they are a
subgroups of Cn;P;r. Consider Gr;P and V

m from Cn;P;r and for k = 1; : : : ; 2
n
dene
Sk = hLn+1(k)1i  hank1i
Tk = hLn+1(k + 2n)1i  hu 1(n 1)1ank1i
where Ln+1(k) is the kth element of the ordered list Ln+1 given in [2] and restated
again in Section 2 of this paper. Since each element of this list is a free groups of
rank 2, the subscript 1 in Ln+1(i)1 denotes the rst generator of this free group.
Then Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P are the fundamental group of the graph of groups given
in Figure 4.5.1, respectively.
Sk
Tk Vm
* Gr, P
Vm
* Gr, P
xk
yk
Figure 4.5.1: The graph of groups of Wk;r;P (top right) and W
0
k;r;P (bottom right)
Where the edge groups are innite cyclic and the stable letters are xk and yk,
respectively as shown. The edge maps are inclusion and are dened similar to
those of the graph of groups of Cn;P;r so that the following relations fx 1k ank1xi =
c; xk = 1g are inside Wk;r;P ; and the relations fy 1k u 1(n 1)1ank1yk = c, yk = 1g
exists inside W 0k;r;P .
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Now, we want show the groups Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P are subgroups of Cn;P;r. We
begin by dening a graph   consisting of two vertices fv0; v1g and a pair of edges
fe; eg between them where e is the directed edge from v0 to v1. Next, we dene
a graph of groups G over   by assigning Z Z = hai  hbi to v0, Gr;P to v1 and
Z = hei to the edge pair fe; eg. The edge map e : hei ! hai  hbi is dened
by e 7! ank1; and the edge map e : hei ! Gr;P is dened by e 7! c where c is
the diagonal element of V m in Gr;P . Now, for k = 1; : : : ; 2
n, dene two sets of
untwisted morphisms between graphs of groups fk : ( ;G) ! ( Cn;P;r ; Cn;P;r)g
and f0k : ( ;G)! ( Cn;P;r ; Cn;P;r)g. See Figure 4.5.2:
Vm
x1 x yy1 2n 2n
*
v1
v 0
OI k O’I k
Hn
e
Gr, P
e
v1
v 0
Figure 4.5.2:
with k; 
0
k :  !  Cn;P;r taking v0; v1 to the vertices in  Cn;P;r that are assigned to
Hn and Gr;P in Cn;P;r, respectively; and the edge e is taken to the edge in  Cn;P;r
associated with stable letter xk by k, and to the edge associated with stable
letter yk by 
0
k. The vertex group maps (k)v0 ; (
0
k)v0 : haihbi ! Hn are dened
by (k)v0(a) = ank1; (k)v0(b) = Ln+1(k)1; (0k)v0(a) = u 1(n 1)1ank1; (k)v0(b) =
Ln+1(k + 2n)1. And let the vertex group maps (k)v1 ; (0k)v1 : Gr;P ! Gr;P be
the identity on Gr;P . The edge group maps (k)e : hei ! hxki maps e to xk;
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whereas the edge group maps (0k)e : hei ! hyki maps e to yk. We will nish
showing k and 
0
k are untwisted morphisms between graphs of groups in the
claim below. But rst, notice the images of k and 
0
k are Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P ,
respectively. To show Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P are subgroups of Cn;P;r, we want to show
k and 
0
k induce injective homomorphisms on fundamental groups. If we can
show additionally that k and 
0
k are immersions between graphs of groups, we
can use Proposition 1.1.18 to show this injection.
CLAIM 4.5.1. For k = 1; : : : ; 2n, k and 
0
k dened above are untwisted mor-
phisms between graphs of groups. Moreover, they are immersions.
Proof. First, we will show that k and 
0
k are untwisted morphisms between
graphs of groups. It is clear from the denition that k and 
0
k are graph mor-
phisms; and that (k)v1 ; (k)e; (
0
k)v1 and (
0
k)e are all (injective) group homo-
morphisms.
To see that (k)v0 and (
0
k)v0 are injective group homomorphisms, we just need
to show that the subgroups hank1;Ln+1(k)1i and hu 1(n 1)1ank1;Ln+1(k + 2n)1i in
Hn is precisely hank1i  hLn+1(k)1i and hu 1(n 1)1ank1i  hLn+1(k+2n)1i (i.e. they
generate a Z  Z subgroup). By Lemma 2.0.1 these generators do generate a
Z Z subgroup in Gn. But since these generators are also elements of Hn, they
generate a ZZ subgroup in Hn < Gn. Therefore (k)v0 and (0k)v0 are injective
group homomorphisms.
To nish showing that k is an untwisted morphisms of graphs of groups, we just
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need to prove that each square in Diagram 4.5.2 commutes:
Gv1 = Gr;P
(k)v1   ! Gr;P
e
x?? x??xk
hei (k)e   ! hxki
e
??y ??yxk
hai  hbi    !
(k)v0
Hn
(4.5.2)
To see (k)v1  e(e) = xk  e(e):
(k)v1  e(e) = (k)v1(e(e))
= (k)v1(c)
= c
xk  (k)e = xk((k)e(e))
= x(xk)
= c
where c is the diagonal element in V m < Gr;P . To see (k)v0 e(e) = xk e(e):
(k)v0  e(e) = (k)v0(e(e))
= v0;k(a)
= ank1
xk  (k)e(e) = xk((k)e(e))
= xk(xk)
= ank1
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A similar proof shows that each square in Diagram 4.5.3 induced by 0k commutes:
Gr;P
(0k)v1     Gr;P = Gv1
yk
x?? x??e
hyki (k)e     hei
yk
??y ??ye
Hn     
(0k)v0
hai  hbi
(4.5.3)
Therefore 0k is also an untwisted morphism of graphs of groups.
Now, we show that k is an immersion. We need to show that each of following
is injective:
v1=xi : (qe2(k) 1v1 (xi)Gv1=e)! Gr;P=xi(hxii)
v0=xi : (qe2(k) 1v0 (xi)Gv0=e)! Gr;P=xk(hxii)
where for i = 1; : : : ; 2n, xi is the generator of the edge group assigned to edge xi 2
 Cn;P;r . For j = 0; 1, because   has only one edge, (k)
 1
(vj)
: St Cn;P;r (k(vj)) !
St (vj) is only dened for edge xk 2 E( Cn;P;r) when j = 0 and xk when j = 1.
Therefore, the above maps respectively simplify to:
v1=xk : Gv1=e ! Gr;P=xk(hxki)
v0=xk : Gv0=e ! Hn=xk(hxki)
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Evaluating Gvj=e and edge maps further simplies the maps respectively to:
v1=xk : Gr;P=hci ! Gr;P=hci
v0=xk : hai  hbi=hai ! Hn=hank1i
The rst map is the identity map and therefore injective. The second map,
because hai  hbi ! Hn is injective (via (k)v0) and a 7! ank1, hai  hbi=hai !
Hn=hank1i is injective as required. This shows k is an immersion.
A similar proof shows that 0k is an immersion.
Now Proposition 1.1.18 states that (k) and (0k) from Wk;r;p and W
0
k;r;p, re-
spectively, into Cn;P;r are injective homomorphisms. Hence Wk;r;p and W
0
k;r;p are
subgroups of Cn;P;r.
4.6 The subspaces XWk;r;p and XW 0k;r;p
In this sections we show that the subcomplex XWk;r;p and XW 0k;r;p of XCn;P;r whose
fundamental group areWk;r;p andW
0
k;r;p, respectively, are aspherical 2-complexes.
Each is constructed from an aspherical 2-complex Xr;P whose fundamental group
is Gr;P ; and a 2-dimensional asperical subcomplex KSk or KTk of KHn whose
fundamental group is Sk or Tk, respectively. Note that KSk and KTk are each a
2-dimensional torus where KSk is generated by the circles labeled by Ln+1(k)1
and ank1; whereas KTk is generated by the circles labeled by Ln+1(k + 2n)1 and
u(n 1)1 1ank1 . Now attach annuli Xk and Yk for the edges labeled xk and yk in
 Sk and  Tk , respectively. The two boundary curves of Xk are attached to the
edge labeled ank1 in KSk and the diagonal edge labeled c in X

v , which is the
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subspace of Xr;P associated with the subgroup V

m of Gr;P . The two boundary
curves of each Yk are attached to the diagonal edge labeled u
 1
(n 1)1ank1 in KTk
and the edge labeled c in Xv of Xr;P . The result are 2-complexes XWk;r;p and
XW 0k;r;p whose fundamental groups are Wk;r;p and W
0
k;r;p, respectively. They are
aspherical because it is the total space of a graph of aspherical spaces.
The universal cover of XWk;r;p is the union of copies of the universal covers
eXr;P
and eKSk (which is simply R2) and innite strips R1  [ 1; 1] covering each an-
nuli Xk. Each strip covering Xk is tiled by 2-cells whose boundary labels read
x 1k ank1xkc
 1; the two sides Rf1g consist of edges labeled ank1 and c respec-
tively.
The universal cover of XWk;r;P is the union of copies of the universal coverseXr;P and eKTk (which is R2) and innite strips R1  [ 1; 1] covering each an-
nuli Yk. Each strip covering Yk is tiled by 2-cells whose boundary labels read
y 1k u
 1
(n 1)1ank1ykc
 1; the two sides R f1g consist of edges labeled u 1(n 1)1ank1
and c respectively.
4.7 The groups SESn;P;r
Finally, we dene a snowake group whose 2-dimensional Dehn function is super-
exponential of height n as follows:
DEFINITION 4.7.1. Let n  1 be an integer, P an irreducible non-negative in-
teger square matrix with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue  > 1, r an integer greater
than every row sum of P , and let M be the sum of the integer entries of P . We
dene a group SESn;P;r to be a (2
n+1+1)-multiple HNN-extension of Cn;P;r with
edge groups Gr;P , Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P , k = 1; : : : ; 2
n. See Figure 4.7.1:
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Figure 4.7.1: Graph of groups for SESn;P;r. The vertex group is Cn;P;r and the
edge groups are labeled.
The edge maps for the edge associated with Gr;P are inclusion as a subgroup
in one direction and  : Gr;P ! Gr;P in the other, where for i = 1; : : : ; 2n and
j = 1; : : : ;M ,  takes each u(n 1)1; ani1 and aj to ur(n 1)1; a
r
ni1 and a
r
j , respectively,
and each xi; yi and sj to themselves (Note, here we use fa1; : : : ; aM ; s1; : : : ; sMg
as the generating set for Gr;P as discussed in Section 3). The stable letter for this
edge is z.
The edge maps for the edge associated with Wk;r;P are inclusion as a subgroup in
one direction and k : Wk;r;P ! Wk;r;P in the other, where for j = 1; : : : ;M , k
takes ank1 to a
r
nk1, each aj to a
r
j , and each Ln+1(k)1; xi; yi and sj to themselves.
The stable letters for these edges are bk, respectively.
The edge maps for the edge associated with W 0k;r;P are inclusion as a subgroup
in one direction and 0k : W
0
k;r;P ! W 0k;r;P in the other, where for j = 1; : : : ;M ,
k takes u
 1
(n 1)1ank1 to (u
 1
(n 1)1ank1)
r, each aj to a
r
j , and each Ln+1(k+2n)1; xi; yi
and sj to themselves. The stable letters for these edges are dk, respectively.
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4.8 The spaces XSESn;P;r
In this section we will construct an aspherical 3-complex space XSESn;P;r whose
fundamental group is SESn;P;r. Recall that X Gr;P , XWk;r;P and XW 0k;r;P are all
2-dimensional aspherical subcomplexes of XCn;P;r . Also in this section, for M
equal to the sum of all the entries of matrix P , we will use
fa1; : : : ; aM ; b0; : : : ; bM 1; s1; : : : ; sMg
as the generating set for Gr;P even though some of these generators are trivial.
First, we dene cellular maps z : X Gr;P; ! X Gr;P; which induces  : Gr;P; !
Gr;P;. For i = 1; : : : ;M and k = 1; : : : ; 2
n, it maps the one cells labeled si; xk
and yk all homeomorphically to themselves; and ai; bi 1; ank1 and u(n 1)1 to
themselves by degree r maps. Each 2-cell in X Gr;P; is mapped in accordance with
its boundary labels. This implies that the image of each triangular 2-cell has
combinatorial area r2; and the image of the remaining 2-cells (which have an si,
xk or yk edge in their boundaries) have area r. Thus z adds a dimension on top
of the 2-subcomplex X Gr;P; by attaching a copy of X Gr;P; [0; 1] (with the product
cell structure) to XCn;P;r along X Gr;P; as follows. The \bottom" side X Gr;P; f0g
is attached to X Gr;P; by the identity map while the \top" side X Gr;P;  f1g is
attached to X Gr;P; via z. The vertical 1-cells of X Gr;P;  [0; 1] are labeled z
oriented from X Gr;P;  f1g to X Gr;P;  f0g. From this construction, it is easy
to see that each 1-cell and each 2-cell in X Gr;P; gives rise to a 2-cell and 3-cell,
respectively. Figure 4.8.1 shows all the possible types of 3-cells that z gives rise
to. The top two 3-cells in the gure is given by zjXr;P ; the bottom left is given
by zjXS ; and the two bottom right is given by z restricted to the edge spaces
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Xk and Yk, respectively.
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Figure 4.8.1: The above picture shows 3-cells in XSESn;P;r given by z with r = 2.
Here a = ai; b = bi and c = bi 1.
Next, we dene cellular maps bk : XWk;r;P; ! XWk;r;P; which induce homomor-
phisms k : Wk;r;P; ! Wk;r;P;. For i = 1; : : : ;M it maps the one cells labeled si,
xk and Ln+1(k)1 all homeomorphically to themselves; and ai and ank1 to them-
selves by degree r maps. Each 2-cell in XWk;r;P; is mapped in accordance with
its boundary labels. This implies that the image of each triangular 2-cell has
combinatorial area r2; and the image of the remaining 2-cells (which have an si,
xk or Ln+1(k)1 edge in their boundaries) have area r. Thus bk adds a dimension
on top of the 2-subcomplex XWk;r;P; by attaching a copy of XWk;r;P;  [0; 1] (with
the product cell structure) to XCn;P;r along XWk;r;P; as follows. The\bottom" side
XWk;r;P;  f0g is attached to XWk;r;P; by the identity map while the \top" side
XWk;r;P;f1g is attached to XWk;r;P; via bk . The vertical 1-cells of XWk;r;P; [0; 1]
are labeled bk oriented from XWk;r;P; f1g to XWk;r;P; f0g. From this construc-
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tion, it is easy to see that each 1-cell and each 2-cell in XWk;r;P; gives rise to a
2-cell and 3-cell, respectively. Figure 4.8.2 shows all the possible types of 3-cells
that bk gives rise to. The two left 3-cells in the gure is given by bk jXr;P ; the
top right is given by bk jXSk ; and the bottom right is given by bk restricted to
the edge space Xk.
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Figure 4.8.2: The above picture shows 3-cells inXSESn;P;r given by bk with r = 2.
Here a = ai; b = bi and c = bi 1.
Now, we dene cellular maps dk : XW 0k;r;P; ! XW 0k;r;P; which induce homomor-
phims 0k : W
0
k;r;P; ! W 0k;r;P;. For i = 1; : : : ;M it maps the one cells labeled si,
yk and Ln+1(k+2n)1 all homeomorphically to themselves; and ai and u 1(n 1)1ank1
to themselves by degree r maps. Each 2-cell in XW 0k;r;P; is mapped in accordance
with its boundary labels. This implies that the image of each triangular 2-cell
has combinatorial area r2; and the image of the remaining 2-cells (which have an
si, yk or Ln+1(k+2n)1 edge in their boundaries) have area r. Thus dk adds a di-
mension on top of the 2-subcomplex XW 0k;r;P; by attaching a copy of XW 0k;r;P;[0; 1]
(with the product cell structure) to XCn;P;r along XW 0k;r;P; as follows. The \bot-
tom" side XW 0k;r;P;  f0g is attached to XW 0k;r;P; by the identity map while the
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\top" side XW 0k;r;P;  f1g is attached to XW 0k;r;P; via dk . The vertical 1-cells of
XW 0k;r;P; [0; 1] are labeled dk oriented from XW 0k;r;P;f1g to XW 0k;r;P;f0g. From
this construction, it is easy to see that each 1-cell and each 2-cell in XW 0k;r;P; gives
rise to a 2-cell and 3-cell, respectively. Figure 4.8.3 shows all the possible types of
3-cells that dk gives rise to. The two left 3-cells in the gure is given by dk jXr;P ;
the top right is given by dk jXTk ; and the bottom right is given by dk restricted
to the edge space Yk.
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Figure 4.8.3: The above picture shows 3-cells in XSESn;P;r given by dk with
r = 2. Here a = ai; b = bi and c = bi 1.
The 3-complex XSESn;P;r has fundamental group SESn;P;r. It is obtained by
taking each mapping torus of the maps z; bk and dk (k = 1; : : : ; 2
n) and
identifying them along the subcomplex X Gr;P , XWk;r;P and XW 0k;r;P , respectively
of XCn;P;r . From this perspective, it is easy to see that XSESn;P;r is aspherical
since each X Gr;P , XWk;r;P and XW 0k;r;P is aspherical.
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Chapter 5
Upper Bounds
To show SESn;P;r is bounded above by exp
n(x) we will repeatedly use the fol-
lowing proposition that is proved in [2].
PROPOSITION 5.0.1. Let G be the fundamental group of a graph of groups
with the following properties:
1. All the vertex groups are of type F3 and their 2-dimensional Dehn functions
are bounded above by a superadditive increasing function f .
2. All the edge groups are of type F2 and their 1-dimensional Dehn functions
are bounded above by a superadditive increasing function g.
Then 
(2)
G (x)  (f  g)(x).
We will start with nding an upper bound for the 2-dimensional Dehn function
of Cn;P;r which is the fundamental group of the graph of groups with two vertex
groupsHn andGr;P and 2
(n+1) edge groups each isomorphic to Z. See Figure 5.0.1:
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Figure 5.0.1:
The 2-dimensional Dehn function of the type F3 group Hn is proven in [2] to be
bounded above by expn(
p
x). Since the vertex snowake group Gr;P (x) is of type
F2 and has no 3-cell in the complex induced by it, its 2-dimensional Dehn function
is zero and thus bounded above by expn(
p
x). Also each edge group is innite
cyclic and has no 2-cell in the complex associated with it so each edge group's 1-
dimensional Dehn function is zero and thus bounded above by the superadditive
increasing linear function g(x) = x. Therefore, by Proposition 5.0.1, 
(2)
Cn;P;r
(x) 
expn(
p
x).
Now, we can move on to nd the upper bound for SESn;P;r which is the graph of
groups of a single type F3 vertex group Cn;P;r and edge groups Gr;P , Wk;r;P and
W 0k;r;P , k = 1; : : : ; 2
n as shown in Figure 5.0.2.
W
Gr, P
1, r, P
W
2  , r, P
nW ’2  , r, Pn
W ’
1, r, P
Figure 5.0.2:
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We showed above that an upper bound for 
(2)
Cn;P;r
(x) is expn(
p
x). Proposi-
tion 5.0.8 and its corollaries show that the 1-dimensional Dehn function of the
edge groups Gr;P , Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P are bounded above by x
2. For simplicity of
notation, we will relabel the generators of S = hu(n 1)1i  han11; : : : ; an2n1i to be
hsi  ht1; : : : ; t2ni, respectively.
LEMMA 5.0.2. (Area bound for S) Let w(s; t1; : : : ; t2n) be a word represent-
ing the element xN for some N , where x is either s, ti or s
 1ti. Let w be ex-
pressed as w1   wk wi is a power of one of the generators fs; t1; : : : ; t2ng. Then
Area(wx N)  3Pi<j jwijjwjj.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that either x = s, x = t1 or
x = s 1t1. Since s commutes with ti in this group, we can successively transpose
adjacent subwords wi to obtain v = s
mt for some m and where t is a word of the
generators ti. Each transposition of letters contributes 2 to the Area(wv
 1), so
we have Area(wv 1)  2Pi<j jwijjwjj.
In the case where x = s, smt trivially reduces to sN , and Area(wx N) =
Area(wv 1)  2Pi<j jwijjwjj  3Pi<j jwijjwjj as desired.
Similarly, if x = t1, s
mt trivially reduces to tN1 , and Area(wx
 N) = Area(wv 1) 
2
P
i<j jwijjwjj  3
P
i<j jwijjwjj as desired.
Now, if x = s 1t1, smt trivially reduces to s N tN1 . Let Is and It1 be the sets of
indices for which wi is a power of s and t1, respectively. Then
P
i2Is jwij  N ,P
i2It1 jwij  N , and therefore
P
i<j jwijjwjj  N2  N2   N = Area(vx N).
Then we have Area(wx N)  Area(wv 1) + Area(vx N)  3Pi<j jwijjwjj as
desired.
COROLLARY 5.0.3. (Area bound for Sk) Let w(Ln+1(k)1; ank1) be a word
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representing the element xN for some N , where x is either w(Ln+1(k)1 or ank1.
Let w be expressed as w1   wk wi is a power of one of these generators. Then
Area(wx N)  3Pi<j jwijjwjj.
Proof. Relabel the generators s and t1 with Ln+1(k)1 and ank1, respectively, and
let n = 0 in the proof of the lemma above. Omit the case when x = s 1t1.
COROLLARY 5.0.4. (Area bound for Tk) Let w(hLn+1(k+2n)1; u 1(n 1)1ank1) be
a word representing the element xN for some N , where x is either hLn+1(k+2n)1
or u 1(n 1)1ank1. Let w be expressed as w1   wk wi is a power of one of these
generators. Then Area(wx N)  3Pi<j jwijjwjj.
Proof. Relabel the generators s and t1 with Ln+1(k + 2n)1 and u 1(n 1)1ank1, re-
spectively, and let n = 0 in the proof of the lemma above. Omit the case when
x = s 1t1.
CLAIM 5.0.5. There exists a Lipschitz retraction from Gr;P onto Gr;P , k =
1; : : : ; 2n.
Proof. Let rG : Gr;P ! Gr;P be a map dened by xi; yi; s 7! 1, the identity on
Gr;P and ti 7! c where c is the diagonal element in the vertex group Vm that
is linked to S in Gr;P . We need to check that rG is a homomorphism, i.e. rG
preserves relations. The relations of Gr;P are the relations of Gr;P together with
stis
 1t 1i = 1, xitix
 1
i c
 1 = 1, yis 1tiyic 1 = 1 and x1 = 1. Relations on Gr;P are
preserved since rG is the identity on Gr;P . A quick check shows the other four
types of relations are preserved.
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rG(s)rG(ti)rG(s
 1)rG(t 1i ) = (1)c(1)c
 1 = 1
rG(xi)rG(ti)rG(x
 1
i )rG(c
 1) = (1)c(1)c 1 = 1
rG(yi)rG(s
 1)rG(ti)rG(yi)rG(c 1) = (1)(1)c(1)c 1 = 1
rG(x1) = 1
The retraction rG is Lipschitz since rG either collapses unit edges to vertices or
takes unit edges to unit edges.
CLAIM 5.0.6. There exists a Lipschitz retractions from Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P onto
Gr;P , k = 1; : : : ; 2
n.
Proof. This proof is similar to the above proof of Claim 5.0.5. We will rst prove
the existence of a retraction rW fromWk;r;P onto Gr;P . The proof of the existence
of a retraction r0W fromW
0
k;r;P onto Gr;P will be exactly the same with a relabeling
discussed at the end.
Now, let rW : Wk;r;P ! Gr;P be a map dened by xk;Ln+1(k)1 7! 1, the identity
on Gr;P and ank1 7! c where c is the diagonal element in the vertex group Vm
that is linked to S in Gr;P . We need to check that rW is a homomorphism, i.e.
rW preserves relations. The relations of Wk;r;P are the relations of Gr;P together
with Ln+1(k)1ank1Ln+1(k) 11 a 1nk1 = 1 and xkank1x 1k c 1 = 1. Relations on Gr;P
are preserved since r is the identity on Gr;P . A quick check shows the other two
relations are preserved:
r(Ln+1(k)1)r(ank1)r(Ln+1(k) 11 )r(a 1nk1) = (1)c(1)c 1 = 1
r(xk)r(ank1)r(x
 1
k )r(c
 1) = (1)c(1)c 1 = 1
The proof for the existence of a retraction from W 0k;r;P is the same as the proof
above withWk;r;P ; rW ; xk;Ln+1(k)1; ank1 relabeled toW 0k;r;P ; r0W ; yk;Ln+1(k+2n)1; u 1(n 1)1ank1,
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respectively.
The retractions rW and r
0
W are Lipschitz since they either collapse unit edges to
vertices or take unit edges to unit edges.
Proposition 3.0.2 together with Claim 5.0.5 gives:
PROPOSITION 5.0.7. (Edge group distortion in Gr;P , Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P )
Given r and P there is a positive constant D with the following property. If
c is a diagonal element and w is a word exclusively in Gr;P , Wk;r;P or W
0
k;r;P
representing cN then jN j  Djwj.
Proof. Let R be the Lipschitz retraction rG, rW or r
0
W given in Claim 5.0.5 or
Claim 5.0.6. Then R(w) is a word in Gr;P also representing c
N . By Proposi-
tion 3.0.2 and the fact that R is Lipschitz, we have
jN j  DjR(w)j  Djwj
as required.
PROPOSITION 5.0.8. (Area bound for Gr;P ) Given r and P there is a positive
constant E with the following property. Let w be a word in Gr;P representing x
N
for some N , where x is either a generator of the vertex groups Vm = ha1; : : : ; ami,
a diagonal element c = a1    am 2 Vm, s 2 S, ti 2 S or s 1ti 2 S. Then
Area(wx N)  Ejwj2.
Proof. We argue by induction on jwj. Let E = (3=2)r2D2 (D given in Proposi-
tion 5.0.7). Now, x is either in some vertex group Vm or in S.
First, suppose if x 2 Vm. Then x = aj or x = c. Write w as w1   wk where each
wi has the form a
Ni
j or is a word beginning with s
1
j , x
 1
j or y
 1
j and ending with
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s1j , xj or yj. In the latter case, wi represents an element of the form a
Ni
j or c
Ni ,
accordingly. Let Ia and Ic be the sets of indices for which these two cases occur,
and let w0 be the word obtained from w by replacing each subword wi of this
type with the appropriate word cNi or aNij . Then w
0 is a word in the standard
generators of Vm (and the diagonal element c) representing x
N of length
P
iNi.
By Lemma 3.0.1, we have Area(w0x N)  3Pi<j NiNj. To estimate each Ni, we
use Proposition 5.0.7 as follows. If i 2 Ic, then wi represents cNi and Proposi-
tion 5.0.7 gives Ni  Djwij. If i 2 Ia then wi = sjuis 1j for some ui representing
(c0)Ni=r, where c0 is the diagonal element of some vertex group Vm0 (this depends
on the graph of groups construction). Then by the Proposition 5.0.7 we have
Ni=r  D(jwij   2)  Djwij, so Ni  rDjwij. Finally if i =2 (Ic [ Ia) then
Ni = jwij  jwij. Putting these observations together we have
Area(w0x N)  3r2D2
X
i<j
jwijjwjj (5.0.9)
If x 2 S. Then x = s; x = tj or x = s 1tj. Let c denote the diagonal element
of the Vm vertex group that is linked to S. Write w as w1   wk where each wi
has the form sNi , tNij or (s
 1tj)Ni ; or is a word of the form xkiuix
 1
ki
or ykiuiy
 1
ki
representing elements of the form tNiki or (s
 1tki)
Ni , respectively. Here, ui is a word
representing cNi . Let I be the set of indices for which this latter case occurs, and
let w0 be the word obtained from w by replacing each subword wi of this type
with the appropriate word tNij or (s
 1tj)Ni . Then w0 is a word in the standard
generators of S representing xN of length
P
iNi.
By Lemma 5.0.2, we have Area(w0x N)  3Pi<j NiNj. To estimate each Ni, we
can use Proposition 5.0.7. If i 2 I then wi = xjuix 1j or wi = yjuiy 1j where ui is
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a word representing cNi . Then by Proposition 5.0.7 we have Ni  D(jwij  2) 
Djwij. Finally if i =2 (I) then Ni = jwij  jwij. Putting these observations
together and the fact that r  1, we have
Area(w0x N)  3r2D2
X
i<j
jwijjwjj (5.0.10)
Next we use the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.0.7 to bound Area(ww0 1).
First, if x 2 Vm, Area(ww0 1) 
P
i2Ic Area(wic
 Ni) +
P
i2Ia Area(wia
 Ni
j );
if x 2 S, Area(ww0 1)  Pi2I Area(wiz Ni), where z = tj or z = s 1tj.
We can simply combine these two inequalities together to get Area(ww0 1) P
i2Ic Area(wic
 Ni) +
P
i2Ia Area(wia
 Ni
j ) +
P
i2I Area(wiz
 Ni).
If i 2 Ic, then wi = s 1j uisj, wi = x 1j uixj or wi = y 1j uiyj where ui represents
arNij , t
Ni
j or (s
 1tj)Ni , respectively. Applying the induction hypothesis to ui we
have Area(uia
 rNi
j ), Area(uit
 Ni
j ) and Area(ui(s
 1tj) Ni) all less than or equal
to (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2. Each of the strips s 1j arNij sjc Ni , x 1j tNij xjc Ni and
y 1j (s
 1tj)Niyjc Ni has area Ni  Djwij by Proposition 5.0.7. Thus
Area(wic
 Ni)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +Djwij
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + jwij)
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.11)
The last inequality above uses the fact that for numbers x  0, one has (x+2)2 
x(x+ 2) + 2(x+ 2)  x2 + (x+ 2)
If i 2 Ia, then wi = sjuis 1j where ui represents (c0)Ni=r, where c0 is the diagonal
element of some vertex group Vm0 . Applying the induction hypothesis to ui we
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have Area(ui(c
0) Ni=r)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2. The strip sj(c0)Ni=rs 1j a Nij has
area (Ni=r)  D(jwij   2)  D(jwij   2) by Proposition 5.0.7. Therefore
Area(wia
 Ni
j )  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +D(jwij   2)
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + (jwij   2))
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.12)
If i 2 I, then wi = xjuix 1j or wi = yjuiy 1j where ui represents cNi . Applying
the induction hypothesis to ui we have Area(uic
 Ni)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2.
The strip, xjc
Nix 1j t
 Ni
j or yjc
Niy 1j (s
 1tj) Ni , has area Ni  D(jwij   2) by
Proposition 5.0.7. Thus, for z = tj or z = s
 1tj,
Area(wiz
 Ni)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +D(jwij   2)
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + (jwij   2))
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.13)
Combining (5.0.18) and (5.0.19) and (5.0.20) we then have
Area(ww0 1) 
X
i2Ic[Ia[I
(3=2)r2D2jwij2 
X
i
(3=2)r2D2jwij2 (5.0.14)
Finally, adding (5.0.16) or (5.0.17) with (5.0.21) we get the desired result:
Area(wx N)  (3=2)r2D2(
X
i
jwij)2  (3=2)r2D2(
X
i
jwij)2 = (3=2)r2D2jwj2
COROLLARY 5.0.15. (Area bound for Wk;r;P ) Given r and P let E be the
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constant given in Proposition 5.0.8. Let w be a word in Wk;r;P representing x
N
for some N , where x is either a generator of the vertex groups Vm = ha1; : : : ; ami,
a diagonal element c = a1    am 2 Vm, ank1 2 Sk or Ln+1(k)1 2 Sk. Then
Area(wx N)  Ejwj2.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 5.0.8 above will hold here if we make the following
modications. Replace all instances of:
S with Sk
s with Ln+1(k)1
tj; tki with ank1
arbitrary xj; xki with xed xk
Lemma 5.0.2 with Corollary 5.0.3
Also we need to delete all expressions that include yj, yki or s
 1tj, and set z =
ank1. We give the modied proof here in its entirety for ease of reading:
We argue by induction on jwj. Let E = (3=2)r2D2 (D given in Proposition 5.0.7).
Now, x is either in some vertex group Vm or in Sk.
First, suppose if x 2 Vm. Then x = aj or x = c. Write w as w1;    ; wk where
each wi has the form a
Ni
j or is a word beginning with s
1
j or x
 1
k and ending with
s1j or xk. In the latter case, wi represents an element of the form a
Ni
j or c
Ni ,
accordingly. Let Ia and Ic be the sets of indices for which these two cases occur,
and let w0 be the word obtained from w by replacing each subword wi of this
type with the appropriate word cNi or aNij . Then w
0 is a word in the standard
generators of Vm (and the diagonal element c) representing x
N of length
P
iNi.
By Lemma 3.0.1, we have Area(w0x N)  3Pi<j NiNj. To estimate each Ni, we
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use Proposition 5.0.7 as follows. If i 2 Ic, then wi represents cNi and Proposi-
tion 5.0.7 gives Ni  Djwij. If i 2 Ia then wi = sjuis 1j for some ui representing
(c0)Ni=r, where c0 is the diagonal element of some vertex group Vm0 (this depends
on the graph of groups construction). Then by the Proposition 5.0.7 we have
Ni=r  D(jwij   2)  Djwij, so Ni  rDjwij. Finally if i =2 (Ic [ Ia) then
Ni = jwij  jwij. Putting these observations together we have
Area(w0x N)  3r2D2
X
i<j
jwijjwjj (5.0.16)
If x 2 Sk. Then x = Ln+1(k)1 or x = ank1. Let c denote the diagonal element
of the Vm vertex group that is linked to Sk. Write w as w1   wk where each wi
has the form Ln+1(k)Ni1 or aNink1; or is a word of the form xkuix 1k representing
elements of the form aNink1. Here, ui is a word representing c
Ni . Let I be the set of
indices for which this latter case occurs, and let w0 be the word obtained from w
by replacing each subword wi of this type with the appropriate word a
Ni
nk1. Then
w0 is a word in the standard generators of Sk representing xN of length
P
iNi.
By Lemma 5.0.3, we have Area(w0x N)  3Pi<j NiNj. To estimate each Ni,
we can use Proposition 5.0.7. If i 2 I then wi = xkuix 1k where ui is a word
representing cNi . Then by Proposition 5.0.7 we have Ni  D(jwij 2)  Djwij.
Finally if i =2 (I) then Ni = jwij  jwij. Putting these observations together
and the fact that r  1, we have
Area(w0x N)  3r2D2
X
i<j
jwijjwjj (5.0.17)
Next we use the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.0.7 to bound Area(ww0 1).
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First, if x 2 Vm, Area(ww0 1) 
P
i2Ic Area(wic
 Ni) +
P
i2Ia Area(wia
 Ni
j ); if
x 2 Sk, Area(ww0 1) 
P
i2I Area(wia
 Ni
nk1 ). We can simply combine these two
inequalities together to get
Area(ww0 1) 
X
i2Ic
Area(wic
 Ni) +
X
i2Ia
Area(wia
 Ni
j ) +
X
i2I
Area(wia
 Ni
nk1 ):
If i 2 Ic, then wi = s 1j uisj or wi = x 1k uixk where ui represents arNij or aNink1,
respectively. Applying the induction hypothesis to ui we have Area(uia
 rNi
j ) and
Area(uia
 Ni
nk1 ) both less than or equal to (3=2)r
2D2(jwij   2)2. Each of the strips
s 1j a
rNi
j sjc
 Ni and x 1k a
Ni
nk1xkc
 Ni has area Ni  Djwij by Proposition 5.0.7.
Thus
Area(wic
 Ni)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +Djwij
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + jwij)
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.18)
The last inequality above uses the fact that for numbers x  0, one has (x+2)2 
x(x+ 2) + 2(x+ 2)  x2 + (x+ 2)
If i 2 Ia, then wi = sjuis 1j where ui represents (c0)Ni=r, where c0 is the diagonal
element of some vertex group Vm0 . Applying the induction hypothesis to ui we
have Area(ui(c
0) Ni=r)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2. The strip sj(c0)Ni=rs 1j a Nij has
area (Ni=r)  D(jwij   2)  D(jwij   2) by Proposition 5.0.7. Therefore
Area(wia
 Ni
j )  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +D(jwij   2)
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + (jwij   2))
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.19)
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If i 2 I, then wi = xkuix 1k where ui represents cNi . Applying the induction
hypothesis to ui we have Area(uic
 Ni)  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2. The strip,
xkc
Nix 1k a
 Ni
nk1 has area Ni  D(jwij   2) by Proposition 5.0.7. Thus,
Area(wia
 Ni
nk1 )  (3=2)r2D2(jwij   2)2 +D(jwij   2)
 (3=2)r2D2((jwij   2)2 + (jwij   2))
 (3=2)r2D2jwij2
(5.0.20)
Combining (5.0.18) and (5.0.19) and (5.0.20) we then have
Area(ww0 1) 
X
i2Ic[Ia[I
(3=2)r2D2jwij2 
X
i
(3=2)r2D2jwij2 (5.0.21)
Finally, adding (5.0.16) or (5.0.17) with (5.0.21) we get the desired result:
Area(wx N)  (3=2)r2D2(
X
i
jwij)2  (3=2)r2D2(
X
i
jwij)2 = (3=2)r2D2jwj2
COROLLARY 5.0.22. (Area bound for W 0k;r;P ) Given r and P let E be the
constant given in Proposition 5.0.8. Let w be a word in W 0k;r;P representing x
N
for some N , where x is either a generator of the vertex groups Vm = ha1; : : : ; ami,
a diagonal element c = a1    am 2 Vm, u 1(n 1)1ank1 2 Tk or Ln+1(k + 2n)1 2 Tk.
Then Area(wx N)  Ejwj2.
Proof. Like Corollary 5.0.15, the proof of Proposition 5.0.8 above will hold here
if we make the following modications. Replace all instances of:
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S with Tk
s with Ln+1(k + 2n)1
tj with u
 1
(n 1)1ank1
arbitrary yj; yki with xed yk
Lemma 5.0.2 with Corollary 5.0.4
Also we need to delete all expressions that include xj, xki or s
 1tj, and set
z = u 1(n 1)1ank1.
By setting N = 0 in the proposition and corollaries above:
 Gr;P (jwj); Wk;r;P (jwj); W 0k;r;P (jwj)  jwj2
for any word w representing 1 in Gr;P ; Wk;r;P ; W
0
k;r;P , respectively. Then because

(2)
Cn;P;r
(x)  expn(px), by Proposition 5.0.1, we have proved the following result:
THEOREM 5.0.23. 
(2)
SESr;P
(x)  expn(x) 
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Chapter 6
Lower Bounds
To nd a lower bound for 
(2)
SESn;P;r
, we will use the following remarks given in [6].
REMARK 6.0.1. In order to establish the relation f  g between two non-
decreasing functions, it suces to consider relatively sparse sequences of integers.
For if (ni) is an unbounded sequence of integers for which there is a constant
C > 0 such that n0 = 0 and ni+1  Cni for all i, and if f(ni)  g(ni) for all i,
then f  g. Indeed, given x 2 [0;1) there is an index i such that ni  x  ni+1,
whence f(x)  f(ni+1)  g(ni+1)  g(Cni)  g(Cx).
REMARK 6.0.2. Let X be a 3-dimensional aspherical space. Then a ball B
in the universal cover eX has the smallest volume among all balls with the same
boundary label if it is an embedding in eX. For a detailed proof of this see Remark
2.9 in [7].
Thus, to show 
(2)
SESn;P;r
(x)  expn(x) where  = log(r) and  is the Perron-
Frobenius eigenvalue of P , by Remark 6.0.1, we only need to construct a sequence
of 3-balls fBlg whose surface area sequentially grows at most exponentially to-
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wards innity. Also, to establish the inequality 
(2)
SESn;P;r
(x)  A, it is enough to
give an embedded ball in eXSESn;P;r with surface area x and volume greater or
equal to A, by Remark 6.0.2. Here we use the fact that XSESn;P;r is aspherical
and 3-dimensional.
In the next section, we will construct a sequence of balls fBlg that embeds in in
XSESn;P;r . In the following section, we will show that the surface area of each Bl
grows at most exponentially towards innity and that the volume of each Bl is
bounded above by a function Lipschitz equivalent to expn(Area(Bl)
).
6.1 Construction
In this section, we will discuss how to construct a ball Bl in this sequence fBlg.
The ball Bl will be constructed in stages indexed in function notation by the
subgroups fH0; G0; H1; G1; : : : ; Hn 1; Gn 1; Hn; Cn;P;r; SESn;P;rg. For example
Bl(H3) will denote the H3-stage in the construction of Bl. The construction
of Bl is nished at the last stage SESn;P;r, thus Bl = Bl(SESn;P;r). We begin
with Bl(H0) dened to be a ball that sits inside the subspace eKH0 of the form
'N(a011)'N(a021)y1 (' the palindromic automorphism). The ball Bl(G0) will
be attained by adding 3-cells inside the subspace eKG0 to the surface of Bl(H0)
as in [2]. The balls in the following stages up to Hn 1 are dened similarly.
Now, construct a ball up to Bl(Hn 1) as in [2]. Figure 6.1.1 shows how this
construction proceeds
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Figure 6.1.1: A schematic diagram of the surfaces of Bl(H0), Bl(G0), Bl(H1),
Bl(G1), Bl(H2), Bl(G2) and Bl(H3), respectively
so that locally almost everywhere, the surface of Bl(Hn 1) looks like the picture
in Figure 6.1.12:
Figure 6.1.2:
The larger triangles and thin rectangles in the picture above are further subdi-
vided as in Figure 6.1.3.
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un-2
a(n-1)k
a(n-1)jun-2
-1
un-2
-1
a(n-1)j
a(n-1)k
L    n-1 ( k )
L    n-1 (j + 2        )
n-2L    n-1 (k + 2        )
n-2
L    n-1 ( j )
L    n-1 ( k )
L    n-1 ( j )
L    n-1 (k + 2        )
n-2
L    n-1 (j + 2        )
n-2
Figure 6.1.3:
Where each edge sits in the subspace associated with the F2 subgroup denoted
by its label. The strange subdivision of each large triangle is given in [2].
This is due to the fact that un 2 commutes with a(n 1)i and that the prod-
uct u 1n 2a(n 1)i denotes only coordinate-wise multiplication of basis elements of
un 2 = hu(n 2)1; u(n 2)2i and a(n 1)i = ha(n 1)i1; a(n 1)i2i, respectively. That is
u 1n 2 a(n 1)i is the diagonal subgroup of un 2a(n 1)i with basis hu 1(n 2)1a(n 1)i1;
u 1(n 2)2a(n 1)i2i. Also note that the subdivision of the larger triangles and thin
rectangles can be coarser or ner depending on the length of its sides. For ex-
ample, the subdivision for triangles whose side lengths equal 1, 3, 7 and 17 are
given in Figure 6.1.4:
Figure 6.1.4:
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In fact, the length of each side of these triangles on the surface of Bl(Hn 1) is
j'rl(a(n 1)k1)j.
REMARK 6.1.1. Up to now, we've constructed our balls in exactly the same
way as in [2]. For the next two stages in the construction of Bl (the Gn 1 and Hn
stage), we will build our balls combinatorially the same way as in [2]. The only
dierence is in the choice of labels by group elements. In this way, our balls sit
dierently inside the subspaces eKGn 1 and eKHn , respectively, but will have the
same surface area and volume as the balls constructed in [2].
Now, to construct Bl(Gn 1), we add onto the surface of Bl(Hn 1) blocks to cover
the large triangles. But unlike the ones in [2], we will only use blocks whose
vertical edges are labeled by only u(n 1)1. See Figure 6.1.5. Note that in [2],
at this stage, the authors used blocks whose vertical edges are labeled by both
generators of un 1 = hu(n 1)1; u(n 1)2i).
u (n-2)1
u (n-2)2
u (n-2)1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1 u (n-1)1
a(n-1)k1 a(n-1)k2 a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
u (n-2)1u (n-2)1
-1 a (n-1)k1
u (n-2)1
-1 a (n-1)k
1
u (n-2)1
-1 a (n-1)k1
u (n-2)2
-1 a (n-1)k2
u (n-2)2
-1 a (n-1)k2
u (n-2)1
-1 a (n-1)k1
a(n-1)k2
a(n-1)k1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1 u (n-1)1
u (n-2)1
u (n-2)2
u (n-2)1
u (n-2)2
u (n-2)1
a(n-1)k1 a(n-1)k2 a(n-1)k1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
u (n-2)2u (n-2)2
u (n-2)2
u (n-2)1
u (n-2)1 u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
a(n-1)k2
a(n-1)k2
a(n-1)k1
u (n-1)1
Figure 6.1.5:
As mentioned, these blocks are laid down to cover the large triangles in the same
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way they were in [2]. See Figure 6.1.6
Figure 6.1.6:
Now, locally almost everywhere, the surface of Bl(Gn 1) looks like the diagram
in Figure 6.1.7:
Figure 6.1.7:
The trapezoids and thin rectangular strips in Figure 6.1.7 are further subdivided
as in the following diagram, see Figure 6.1.8.
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a(n-1)k
a(n-1)k
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
Figure 6.1.8:
The strange subdivision of each trapezoid is given in [2]. This is due to the palin-
dromic automorphism ' :a(n 1)k !a(n 1)k in [2]. Also note that the subdivision
of the trapezoids and thin rectangles can be coarser or ner depending on the
length of its base. For example, the subdivision for trapezoids and strips whose
base lengths equal 3, 7, 17 and 41 are given in Figure 6.1.9:
Figure 6.1.9:
In fact, because the triangular base of the prism in Figure 6.1.6 have side lengths
j'rl(a(n 1)k1)j, the height of the prism is rl (i.e. the base of these trapezoids have
length j'rl(a(n 1)k1)j; the tops have unit length; and the sides, labeled by url(n 1)1,
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have length is rl).
Similar to the previous step, to construct Bl(Hn), we continue to add to Bl(Gn 1)
only the 3-cell blocks in KHn whose vertical edges are labeled only by ani1, i =
1; : : : ; 2n (i.e. we do not use blocks whose vertical edges are labeled by ani2). See
Figure 6.1.10:
a(n-1)k1 a(n-1)k2 a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1 u (n-1)1
u (n-1)1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k2
a(n-1)k2
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k2
a(n-1)k2
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
a(n-1)k1 a(n-1)k2 a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
a(n-1)k1
ani1
ani1
ani1
ani1
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
L    n ( k )
u (n-1)1
Figure 6.1.10:
These blocks are laid down to cover the trapezoids and rectangular strips in the
same way they were in [2]. See Figure 6.1.11:
Figure 6.1.11:
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Now, as before, locally, the surface of Bl(Hn) look schematically like the diagram
in Figure 6.1.12:
Figure 6.1.12:
The sides of the large triangles now all have length rl. The dierence now is that
the large triangles are partitioned as in Figure 6.1.13:
u (n-1)1
ank1
anj1u (n-1)1
-1
u (n-1)1
-1 anj1
ank1
L    n (k + 2        )
n-2
L    n (j + 2        )
n-2
L    n (k + 2        )
n-2
L    n (j + 2        )
n-2
L    n ( k )
L    n ( j )
L    n ( k )
L    n ( j )
Figure 6.1.13:
Notice, the edges of these triangles span a Z2 subgroup. This subgroup will act
like a V2 vertex group, and is now compatible with a snowake group. This is
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the reason we modify the original construction in [2].
Next, we will shift gears and consider snowake groups Gr;P . We will use the
generating set fa1; : : : ; aM ; s1; : : : ; sMg for Gr;P . We will call an edge labeled by
a power of ai on the boundary of a disk in Xr;P a fringe edge and the length of
a fringe edge to be the length of that ai-syllable. Recall from Section 3 that if
N is a power of r, then a positive snowake word w+ is a well dened string of
si's and ai's with all the ai-syllables having length 1; and each ai is part of a
subword of the form sjai1    aims 1j where the letters ai1 ; : : : ; aim are all distinct.
We dene a positive core snowake word to be the word attained from such
a positive snowake word w+ by replacing each sjai1    aims 1j subword by arj
accordingly. This is essentially removing the outermost layer of a snowake disk
and pronouncing the boundary of this new disk (which we will call the core of a
snowake disk) to be its positive core snowake word. See Figure 6.1.14. Note
that the fringe edges of the core all have length r.
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r r
r
r
r
r
r r
r
r
1
1
11
11
1
1
r l
r l
r l
r l
r l
r l
r l
r l
r l
r lr l
r l
r l
Figure 6.1.14: These snowake disks have fringe edges all of length 1. The core of
this disk of is given in gray and edge lengths in the core are labeled (here l = 2).
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For the following examples, we will use
P =
0B@1 1
2 1
1CA
Now, we will add 2-dimensional snowake ns on top of the surface of our Bl(Hn)
along the ani1 or u
 1
(n 1)1ani1 edge segments, each of length r
l. These ns consist
of half of a core of a snowake disk in Gr;P with diameter labeled c
rl and fringe
edges of length r attached to the strips xic
rlx 1i a
 rl
ni1 or yic
rly 1i (u
 1
(n 1)1ani1)
 rl
along the path labeled crl . See Figure 6.1.15
G r, P
c
a
x ix i
n i 1
c
a
y iy i
n i 1u (n - 1)1
- 1
r l
r
r
r
rr
r
r
Figure 6.1.15: Snowake ns (left) are added on top of the surface of an Hn ball
along the ani1 or u
 1
(n 1)1ani1 segments, each of length r
l. The labels around the
half snowake disk in Gr;P indicates the length of those sides. It has diameter
length rl (here l = 2) and fringe edge length r.
We will denote this ball Bl(Cn;P;r) (even though it is not homeomorphic to a ball).
On the surface of a Bl(Cn;P;r), we see copies of the three types of snowake disks
shown in Figure 6.1.16 which map to the subcomplexes associated with Wk;r;P ,
W 0k;r;P and Gr;P respectively, and embed in their universal covers. We call these
Wk;r;P -, W
0
k;r;P - and
Gr;P -snowake disks, respectively. Collectively, we will call
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them modied snowake disks to dierentiate them from the standard snowake
disks as constructed in [6]:
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Figure 6.1.16: Snowake disks in eXWk;r;P (left), eXW 0k;r;P (center) and eX Gr;P (right).
We will call the strip in the middle of each of the left and middle disks in Fig-
ure 6.1.16 the diameter strip (they are the strips labeled by ani1 and u
 1
(n 1)1ani1,
respectively on opposing sides); and the edge labeled by u(n 1)1 in the middle of
the right snowake disk in Figure 6.1.16, we will call the diameter of the disk.
Note that each of these snowake disks has a diameter strip or diameter of length
rl and fringe edges of length r.
Though these disks are not quite Gr;P snowake disks, they are similar enough to
them to build half of a snowake ball on top of each of them as in [6]. That is, we
can repeatedly use z, bk and dk on these snowake disks that live in
eX Gr;P ,eXWk;r;P , and eXW 0k;r;P , respectively (k = 1; : : : ; 2n). Each use of these cellular maps
on these snowake disks creates a slab of blocks where the length of the diameter
or diameter strip on the bottom side of the slab is r times the length of the
diameter or diameter strip on the top side of the slab; and the fringe edges on the
bottom side of each slab will have length r whereas the top side has fringe edge
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length 1. In this manner, the bottom side of the rst slab will have a diameter or
diameter strip length of rl whereas the top side of the slab will have a diameter
or diameter strip length of r(l 1). The second slab, laid on the top side of the
rst slab along its core will have a diameter or diameter strip length of rl 1 and
rl 2 on its bottom and top side, respectively. We continue in this fashion until
the diameter or diameter strip on the top side of the uppermost slab has length
1. We will call these half-snowake balls Gr;P -half snowake balls, Wk;r;P -half
snowake balls and W 0k;r;P -half snowake balls, respectively. Collectively, we will
call them modied half snowake balls to dierentiate them from the standard
half snowake balls from [6].
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Figure 6.1.17: Diagram of snowake balls stacked on atop snowake disks in
Wk;r;P and W
0
k;r;P (left) and
Gr;P (right). The labels indicate the length of each
path. The height of each stack and the width of each grey 2-cell is 1.
We call our nal ball (i.e. modied snowake balls like the ones in Figure 6.1.17
stacked on top of Bl(Cn;P;r)), Bl(SESn;P;r) = Bl. Note that the snowake ns in
Bl(Cn;P;r) have been covered up on both sides and Bl is again homeomorphic to
a ball. In the following section, we will show the volume of Bl is bounded below
by expn(x), where x is the surface area of the Bl.
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6.2 Computations
To compute the volume of Bl in terms of its surface area Area(Bl), we note
that it is at least the volume of Bl(Hn). Recall that the surface of Bl(Hn) is
tesselated by triangles and rectangular strips (and tiny squares and triangles
the area of which is a function of n, call it h(n)) as in Figure 6.1.12 where the
sides of the triangles and the longer side of the strips all have length rl. The
numbers of these triangles and rectangular strips of length rl in Figure 6.1.12
are functions of n, call them T (n) and R(n), respectively. Since schematically,
for any l, there are T (n) + R(n) triangles and strips, the surface area of Bl(Hn)
is Lipschitz equivalent to the area of one of these triangles, which is r2l (more
precisely, it is Lipschitz equivalent to the area of a triangle plus the area of
a rectangular strip. But since the area of a rectangular strip is only rl, this
is absorbed to be Lipschitz equivalent to simply the area of a triangle). By
denition of Lipschitz equivalence, this means there exists a constant C0 such
that Area(Bl(Hn))  C0(C0rl)2+C0rl. By setting a new constant C1 = C3=20 , we
can simplify this inequality to Area(Bl(Hn))  (C1rl)2. By Theorem 2.0.2 and
Remark 6.1.1, the volume of Bl(Hn) and thus the volume of Bl is bounded below
by a function Lipschitz equivalent to expn(
p
Area(Bl(Hn)))  expn(C1rl). That
is, there exists a constant C2 such that Vol(Bl)  C2 expn(C2C1rl) + C2(C1rl)2;
and by setting C =minfC2; C2C1g, we can simplify this inequality to:
Vol(Bl)  C expn(Crl) (6.2.1)
In the next stage of the construction of Bl, the Cn;P;r stage, we only added 2-
cells, which we called snowake ns, to the surface of Bl(Hn). Thus the volume of
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Bl(Cn;P;r) is unchanged from the volume of Bl(Hn) and remains bounded below
by C expn(Crl). The surface area of Bl(Cn;P;r) is increased from that of Bl(Hn)
due to the area added from the snowake ns, but these 2-cells from the snowake
ns will be covered up in the next and nal stage, stage-SESn;P;r, so there is no
need to compute its eect on our construction.
Since modied snowake balls like the ones in Figure 6.1.17 use only a quarter of a
standard snowake ball (the kind of which that lives in eXr;P ), we give a corollary
to Lemma 3.0.7 which gave bounds for the boundary of a standard snowake ball
in eXr;P with hemisphere of height j, denoted B3j . We dene a quarter snowake
ball, Q(B3j ), to be the construction given in [6] of a standard half-snowake
ball, restricted to the core of half of a snowake disk with diameter cr
j
. We
dene the quarter-peel of a ball B3j , denoted
@Q(B3j ), to be Q(B
3
j ) \ @B3j (this
the shaded part on the quarter snowake ball of Figure 6.2.1 and Figure 6.2.2).
The following corollary gives an upper bound for a quarter of the boundary of a
standard snowake ball B3j , that is
@Q(B3j ).
COROLLARY 6.2.2. Given r and P , 1
4
j@B2j j  Area(@Q(B3j ))  F1j@B2j j for
every j and F1 =
1
4
F0, (F0 given in Lemma 3.0.7).
Proof. By Lemma 3.0.7, there exists an F0 such that j@B2j j  Area(@B3j ) 
F0j@B2j j for every j. By the symmetry of B3j , Area(@B3j ) = 4Area(@Q(B3j )).
Therefore
j@B2j j  4Area(@Q(B3j )) = Area(@B3j )  F0j@B2j j
for every j. Division by 4 gives the desired result.
Now we give bounds for the surface area of the dome of a modied half snowake
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ball. The dome of a modied half snowake ball is the boundary of the half ball
minus the modied snowake disk base. Denote a modied half snowake ball
of diameter or diameter strip length N by B Gr;P (N), BWk;r;P (N) and BW 0k;r;P (N)
depending on its type. And denote Dome(B Gr;P (N)), Dome(BWk;r;P (N)) and
Dome(BW 0k;r;P (N)) to be their domes.
CLAIM 6.2.3. Given r, P and l, there exists constants E0; E1 such that
E0r
l=  Area(Dome(B Gr;P (rl)))  E1rl=
where  = log(r) and  is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of P ..
Proof. From Figure 6.2.1, B Gr;P (r
l) is constructed from 4 quarter snowake balls
of diameter length rl around a central region. The dome Dome(B Gr;P (r
l)) as
indicated in gray of Figure 6.2.1 is 4 quarter peels of B3l , denoted
@Q(B3l ), around
the gray of the central region in Figure 6.2.1. Thus we want to compute 4
times the area of each quarter peel plus the area in gray of the central region of
Figure 6.2.1.
r l
r l
r l
Figure 6.2.1: A Gr;P -snowake ball of diameter length r
l is constructed from 4
quarter snowake balls (left) around the central region (right). The dome of the
Gr;P -snowake ball is indicated in gray (here l = 2).
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From the proof of Corollary 6.2.2, 4 times the area of each quarter peel, @Q(B3l ),
is Area(@B3l ) which is bounded below by j@B2l j and above by F0j@B2l j. Which,
in turn is bounded below and above by 2( 1
C1
rl)1= and 2( 1
C0
rl)1=F0 by Propo-
sition 3.0.4. The area in gray of the central region of Figure 6.2.1 is 8l (area
of vertical strips) plus 4 (area of 4 rectangular strips on top) plus 2 (area of 2
triangles on top). Thus
E0r
l=  Area(Dome(B Gr;P (rl)))  2(
1
C0
rl)1=F0 + 8l + 6  E1rl=: (6.2.4)
Set E0 = 2(
1
C1
)1= and E1 = 2F0(
1
C0
)1= +K0 (where K0 > 0 is a constant that
satises: 8l + 6  K0(r1=)l).
CLAIM 6.2.5. Given r, P , k and l, there exists constants E0; E2 such that
E0r
l=  Area(Dome(BWk;r;P (rl)))  E2rl
and
E0r
l=  Area(Dome(BW 0k;r;P (rl)))  E2rl
where  = log(r) and  is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of P .
Proof. We prove the rst set of inequalities rst. From Figure 6.2.2, BWk;r;P (r
l)
is constructed from 2 quarter snowake balls of with diameter length rl on both
ends of a central region. The dome Dome(BWk;r;P (r
l)) as indicated in gray of
Figure 6.2.2 is 2 quarter peels of B3l , denoted
@Q(B3l ), on both ends of the gray
of the central region in Figure 6.2.2. Thus we want to compute 2 times the area
of each quarter peel plus the area in gray of the central region of Figure 6.2.2.
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r l r l
Figure 6.2.2: A Wk;r;P -snowake ball with diameter strip length r
l is constructed
from 2 quarter snowake balls on both ends of the central region. The dome of
the Wk;r;P -snowake ball is indicated in gray (here l = 2).
From Corollary 6.2.2, each quarter peel, @Q(B3l ) is bounded below by
1
4
j@B2l j
and above by F1j@B2l j. Which, in turn is bounded below and above by 2( 1C1 rl)1=
and 2( 1
C0
rl)1=F1 by Proposition 3.0.4. The area in gray of the central region of
Figure 6.2.1 is 6l (area of vertical rectangles) plus 3 (area of 3 rectangles on top).
Thus,
E0r
l=  Area(Dome(BWk;r;P (rl)))  4F1(
1
C0
rl)1= + 6l + 3  E2rl=: (6.2.6)
Set E0 = 2(
1
C1
)1= and E2 = 4F1(
1
C0
)1= +K1 (where K1 > 0 is a constant that
satises: 6l + 3  K1(r1=)l).
The proof of the second set of inequalities is identical to the above since Wk;r;P -
snowake balls and W 0k;r;P -snowake balls are combinatorially the same.
Putting these results together, we get lower and upper bounds for the surface
area of Bl(SESn;P;r) = Bl:
(T (n) +R(n))E0r
l=  Area(Bl)  T (n)E1rl= +R(n)E2rl= + h(n)
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By setting constants G0 = T (n)+R(n)E0 and G1 = T (n)E1+R(n)E2+h(n) we
can clean up this inequality:
G0r
l=  Area(Bl)  G1rl= (6.2.7)
It is also easy to see from here that our sequence of balls fBlg have surface areas
that sequentially grows at most exponentially towards innity since
Area(Bl+1)
Area(Bl)
 G1r
(l+1)=
G0rl=
=
G1
G0
r1=
which is constant as required.
Now, from Equation 6.2.1, Vol(Bl)  Vol(Bl(Hn))  C expn(Crl); and from
Equation 6.2.7, we can deduce rl  ( 1
G1
Area(Bl))
. Therefore:
Vol(Bl)  C expn(C( 1
G1
Area(Bl))
)
Which implies Vol(Bl)  expn(Area(Bl)). Thus by Remark 6.0.1, we have
proved:
THEOREM 6.2.8. 
(2)
SESn;P;r
(x)  expn(x) 
The Main Theorem 1.0.1 now follows directly from Theorem 5.0.23 and Theo-
rem 6.2.8.
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